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INSTRUMENTATION IN HEAVY WATER PLANT AT HAZIRA

(I.L.Mistry)
Manager(Instrumentation)

Krishak Bharati Cooperative. Limited,
Hazira,Surat.

Introduction :

KRISHAK BHARATI COOPERATIVE LIMITED was entrusted with
the responsibility of setting up a Heavy Water Plant con-
sisting of two streams similar to Heavy Water Plant,
RCF.Thal at HAZIRA, SURAT. This is first time the responsi-
bility of equipment procurement, erection, commissioning,
operation & maintenance of the Heavy Water Plant, was given
to a Cooperative Society by the Department of Atomic Energy.
M/s.KRIBHCO have accepted the challenge & executed the
project well within the tine schedule. The successful execu-
tion of the project was possible due to close coordination
between KRIBHCO, Consultants, DAE, equipment suppliers and
the contractors. Heavy Water Plant at HAZIRA is based on
•onothermal ammonia-hydrogen exchange process and is hooked
up to the two, 1350 T/day ammonia plants of M/s.KRIBHCO. An
attempt is being nade in the following pages to highlight
the salient features of Instrumentation, philosophy of
selection, brief description of the control system, opera-
tional experience, problems faced during commissioning &
plant operation and few suggestions to improve the working &
reliability of the Instrumentation.

Philosophy of Selection of Instrumentation System :

1. It has been observed in the past that conventional
electronic instrumentation system having one device per
function is one of the most reliable systems because a
single failure does not lead to the failure of more than one
loop. However, this system have some limitations i.e. drift
in calibration, lack of flexibility in preprogramming the
logic or making modifications in the control loop configura-
tion & strategics without hardware & wiring changes, non-
availability of higher level control strategics like self
tuning control, adoptive control etc., non-availability of
operator friendly information for taking faster decisions,
specially under plant upset conditions and need to maintain
a large spare inventory. On the other hand, we have also
encountered a fully centralised computerised system which
has great advantage in respect to speed and capabilities of
handling complex functions & operating the plant with mini-
mum number of devices. B»'t this system did not find accept-
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ance in Industries because failure of one component/card
will lead to total failure of the system and causing plant
shutdown. The solution for reliable, fast acting system has
come with' the introduction of new generation of microproces-
sor based Digital Distributed Control System effectively
distributing the computing functions among dedicated system
elements, thereby eliminating the problems, cost and com-
plexity that were inherent in Digital Computer Control
System and Conventional Electronic Control System. Further-
more, based upon the feed back on the operating experience,
confidence and reliability of Distributed Control System at
RCF.Thal, it has been decided to have Digital Distributed
Control System without any conventional panel board instru-
ments for back up for two stream of Heavy Water Plant at
Hazira. Following decisions were taken while specifying the
requirement keeping in mind that both the plants have some
common units and to be operated from a single control room.

(A) Total number of analog inputs, binary inputs, analog
output & binary outputs were 1:' ted out for closed loop and
open loop control as follows.

(a) Total number of analog input 1065
(b) Total number of analog output 228
(c) Total number of open loop 833
(d) Total number of closed loop 182
(e) Total number of manual control 46
(f) Total number of binary input 708
(g) Total number of binary output 215
(h) Total number of alarm points 800
(i) Total number of color graphics 200

2216 Nos.

(B) Redundency of 1:1 for CPU and for cor*—"l^er cards.

(C) Spare capacity of 20% was specified at all he levels
for future expansion and it was decided that complete inter-
nal wiring for spare cards eventhough not in position in the
cabinet shall be carried out at vendor works.

(D) The number of operating consoles had been decided as 04
Nos. for Plant-A and 04 Nos. for Plant-B and 01 No. for
final product unit in separata control room which is 100
meters away and connected through data bus.

(E) The number of auxiliary consoles for direct monitoring
and operations through logic such as for housing the amme-
ters, push- buttons, lamps etc. were specified to be four
for each plant.
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(F) One number of event recording printer, one number of
logging printer for each plant and one number of color hard
copier were specified.

(G) 96 points depicted alarm annunciators for very impor-
tant alarms had been specified for Plant-A & Plant-B respec-
tively and 24 points for final product unit.

(H) Process operator key board and engineering key board
for software changes/development were specified to be sepa-
rate. This decision was taken in order to have minimum
number of keys for operator for quick and ease of operation.
The engineering key board alongwith a monitor should be kept
separately for the purpose of engineering and configuration
changes normally done only by instrumentation personnel.

(I) All signal conditioning including square root extrac-
tion and T/C linearisation to be done at galvanic .isolators
level. It was decided that complete cabinet with different
type of galvanic isolators duly wired with 4 to 20 mA DC
standard output signal shall be supplied and only field
wiring shall be done at site. This has resulted in less
varieties of input cards i.e. analog input, analog output,
binary input and binary output in DCS. The total number of
isolator cards specified are 1450 Nos. inclusive of 20%
spares. Furthermore, it was decided that isolator cards in
the scope of suppliers of the compressors and pumps shall
also be of the same make in order to have large flexibility
for replacement with less spare inventory.

(J) The control of all the compressors shall be from the
local panel having conventional electronic panel mounted
instrumentation with few important indications brought to
the DCS in main control room.

(K) Based upon our experience of reliable operation of some
of the instrumentation items in KRIBHCO Fertilizers Plants
and operation of Heavy Water Plants and positive feed back
from the other users & consultant, a decision was taken in
consultation with DAE to standardise those items as proprie-
tary from the beginning. These items are Electropneumatic
positioner, solenoid valves, limit switches etc. Th}s has
resulted into flexibility for interchangeability and less
variety of instruments and spare inventory.

(L) A major deviation from RCF.Thal Heavy Water Plant was
taken with respect to interlock logic system. The logic
system is a part of DCS at RCF,Thal Heavy Water Plant where-
as at Hazira, it has been decided to have shutdown logic
system independent of DCS except few commands from operator
console to logic system and status information from logic to
DCS.
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(M) Field transmitters were specified to be 2-wire type
with 24V DC power supply from the isolator card and intrin-
sically 'safe with PTB approval for Exib IIC-T5. All the
packing/O ring coming in contact with fluid were specified
to be of EP-851 material.

(N) All the signal & control cables were specified to be
FRLS for safety reasons with specific limiting value of
conductor resistance, capacitance, inductance & L/R ratio to
meet the requirement of intrinsically safe design as per the
code.

Brief Description of DCS & its Advantages :

The Distributed Control System for Heavy Water Plants
at Hazira was procured in 1989 and commissioned by February.
1990. It is in operation since one year The DCS consists of
11 numbers of isolators cabinets housing 1450 numbers of
isolator cards, 12 numbers of automation system where all
the control functions are executed and 05 numbers of operat-
ing stations. These are kept in control room and arrangement
is as shown in Figure-1.

All the field signals are terminated first in mar-
shalling cabinets. These signals are regrouped and taken to
isolators through prefab cables. All types of analog input
signals are conditioned here and standard 4"20 mA signals
are sent to the 8 channel analog input card, similarly 4"20
mA output signal from 4 channel analog output card are sent
to the field, control valve through isolators. The 32 channel
binary input card and 16 channel binary output card, also
receive signal contact to & from isolator cards. The signal
transfers between isolator cards and automation system input
& output cards are through prefab cables. It will be worth
noting that input & output cards are separate which will
give flexibility to operate control valves, drives, dampers
etc. eventhough their corresponding input card fails. Fur-
thermore, all the input & output signal cards used for
closed control loop are redundant. The automation system
have two control processor units working in master & slave
combination. The status of both CPU changes after every six
hours thus ensuring the healthiness of the processors. In
addition, automation system also have redundant power supply
cards, synchronization cards, comparator cards, switching
over cards, single analog output switching card and redun-
dant local & remote bus makes the complete automation sys-
tem. The automation system processes all the input signals,
mathematical function like square rooting, multiplication,
substraction, divisions, additions, averaging and also
realise various types of close loop controls. The CPU has
all the standard software functions which are known as
firmware modules. These firmware modules consisting of
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software programme and special language by which the above
said functions get realised, the operator station consists of
mini computer and can support two colour monitors. Plant-A
and Plant-B both have two numbers of operating stations
each, thus supporting 04 numbers of CRT's for each plant.
Two number of operating stations have same programme & datas
of one plant. Inotherwords, if one OS fails, the second OS
with 2 CRT's is still available for the plant operation.
Thus redundancy at operating station level is maintained
1:1. This OS receives all the datas from automation system
and transfer them with a view to display in the required
format on operator CRT, datalogger and alarm systems. The
disc memory stores all the background development as well as
the data for historical trending and management information
reports. The engineering sub-system called operating station
250 is connected to data highway and have access to all the
datas for performing any software changes in the existing
system as well as for the development of new software pro-
gramme. The communication sub-system communicates with all
other participants maintaining hearing with a view to ensure
that each one is able to talk to the other in a organised
way. This system is using redundant co-axial cables as data
bus.

The following peripherals are also connected with DCS.

1. Colour Hard Copier : One number.

2. Light Pen for plant operation as an alternative to proc-
ess key board for each CRT.

3. Datalogger Printer : One number, common for both Plant-
A&B.

4. Alarm & Event Recording Printer : One number each for
Plant-A&B.

Advantages of DCS:

1. Data presentation is in a systematic format which
enables operator to compare various parameters simultaneous-
ly to make decision.

2. Control is possible through dynamic graphic.

3. Operators action be logged which helps in analysing the
event of occurrence incase of plant upset conditions.

4. The alarm system can be regrouped in various sub-groups'
and presented to operator. This helps operator to detect
troubled area and causes with minimum loss of time.

5. Computations, calculations, analysis etc. can be carried
out easily.
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6. Management information can be generated at regular inter-
vals in the logging format and printed thereby eliminating
recording of datas by operators and thus avoiding inaccura-
cies due to human error.

7. The trend curves help in analysis of the plant parameters
and behaviours. The data can be stored for a long time.

8. Hard copier can take till print outs including graphics
from CRT screen.

9. Flexibility in pre-programming the logic or making modi-
fications in the control loop configuration and strategies
possible, without hardware and wiring changes.

10. The command for changing value for set point controller
output is possible in digital form, thus fine control is
achieved.

Liaitation of DCS :

1. In conventional control system, all the parameters are
seen without any intentional effort, hence operator has
access to at all times, all the informations. In case of
DCS, all information are hidden behind the CRT screen and
one has to call the information he wants to see. This calls
for requirement of more skilled and knowledgeable operators.

2. In single loop control system, failure of one controller
will affect only one control loop, whereas in case of DCS,
one component/card failure will cause failure of many loops.
This calls for very high MTBF and high degree of redundancy,
making such system costlier.

3. A limitation may be felt in operating number of control
loops simultaneously in case of emergency if adequate number
of CRT consoles are not installed.

The apprehension of the operators, who have experience
and confidence in the conventional control system is quite
reasonable but with the increased reliability of hardwares,
redundancy, high MTBF and experience gained during last one
decade in the operation of DCS, has proved that proper
training and practice can eliminate all the doubts about so
called limitation of DCS. The net advantages/flexibilities
available with DCS are so high that operators, who have
worked with DCS come forward with the confidence and express
their feeling by saying that "oh, this system could have
been adopted much earlier.
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Interlock Logic System

Solid state interlock logic system is adopted and is sup-
plied by M/s.ECIL, Hyderabad. Although there was some delay
in supplying of the logic system by M/s.ECIL, the commis-
sioning of the logic system was done departmentally on war
footing to synchronize with the plant commissioning activi-
ties. The logic system had certain problem of dry soldering
& power supply scheme for individual cards which have been
rectified and logic system is working satisfactorily now.

Cracker Tubes Skin Temperature Measurement :

The accurate measurement of cracker tubes skin tempera-
ture is extremely critical & important as decision to limit
the cracker tubes skin temperature and in other words the
efficiency, safety & reliability, operating conditions of
cracker will largely depend upon the accuracy of above
measurement. Furthermore, it was also decided at later stage
to have cracker tube pigtail skin temperature measurement
for all the tubes. The thermowell well tube & thermocouples
were procured indigenously with following specifications.

1. Temperature range : 650 to 705/720 degree C.

2. Pad to be curved to suit reactor tube OD : 88.9mm.

3. Pad material & size : Inconnel 600, appro*. (80 x 50 x
3mm) .

4. Sheath material & dia of thermocouples : Inconnel 600,
3mm.

5. Thermocouple type & length : Chromel/Alumel (ANSI-
C96.1), 1500mm.

6. T/C wire diameter : 0.5mm.

7. Thermocouple insulation : Magnesium oxide, high purity.

8. Extension wire length : 3000mm (maximum temperature 150
degre C).

9. Thermowell tube dia & material : 0D=6mm, ID=3.5mm &
Inconnel 600.

The proposed installation was as per the sketch No.2.
In order to ensure accurate temperature measurement, it was
apprehended that because of possibility of mis-matching of
cui^ed pad with curvature of cracker tube, there is possi-
bility of air packets which may lead to wrong readings.
Therefore a decision was taken in consultation with DAE &
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Consultant to discard curved pad and make a solid surface by
doing buttering by inconnel 600 electrodes and then weld the
thermowell tube to it. The K type thermocouple were in-
stalled after filling copper paste in the thermowell tube
and then crimped at the open end of thermowell to make sure
that thermocouple remain in the position and donot come out
because of expansion of the tube. The cold junction head of
thermocouples were taken out of the cracker furnace and
extended upto junction box with the help of extension cable.
The cracker tube skin temperatures are displayed on DCS
whereas cracker tube pigtail skin temperatures are connected
to the 80 points temperature scanner installed nearby to the
cracker. The skin temperature measurement by above method is
very reliable & accurate.

However, it was later observed that lead wires of the
thermocouple extending upto onside furnace were getting
damaged due to direct heat of furnace. This problem is now
being solved by applying external insulation on these wire.

Burner Management System for Unit-18 :

For Unit-18, burner management system identical to as
installed at other Heavy Water Plants was to be procured by
DAE. but there was a long delay in this procurement and to
nake the system available in time M/s.KRIBCO was requested
to look for alternatives. A new burner management system was
developed based on spares available from power plant.

The whole job was carried out departmentally within 03
to 04 days. The operation was checked and after initial
stage & adjustment the burner management system was found
working O.K. The performance & reliability of the above
burner management system over the period of last 9 months
operation has been found to be superior to the existing
installations at other plants as it has been possible to
monitor even the weakest flame produced when oxygen is ouch
in excess deliberately done to achieve complete combustion.

Erection & Commissioning of the Plant:

It will be worth noting that complete erection & com-
missioning of the total instrumentation system of the plants
were carried out departmentally without any assistance from
the consultant & vendors except those of DCS& compressors.

Operational Experience at Hazira :

1. ID & FD fan damper control of main Cracker-A&B were
supplied indigenously as a turn key job. The quality of
mechanical linkages of the dampers and pneumatic positioner
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was not good and resulted into large fluctuation in the
draft cbntrol. The unreliable and sluggish actions have
resulted into tripping of crackers. In order to resolve
above problem, all the mechanical linkages were modified and
existing pneumatic positioner was replaced with reliable &
proven double acting pneumatic positioner. Furthermore, two
out of five vanes of dampers were made inactive to reduce
the capacity of the dampers. With all above changes, the
I.D. & F.D. fan dampers control are working perfectly.

2. The performance of DCS at Hazira is found to be satisfac-
torily except few problems as follows.

(a) Freezing of picture on CRT :

It has been observed that sometime one or two CRT
picture freezes and no operation is possible through these
CRT's. The operation is possible to resume by reseting the
operating station. No hardware failure is observed.

(b) It has been observed that operation of operating station
becomes sluggish when large number of alarms are coming
simultaneously due to plant upset conditions. This phenome-
non is observed when alarms are not acknowledged and control
operation is performed. In order to resolve above problem,
operators were advised to first acknowledge the alarm and
then perform other operation as alarm is first priority in
this DCS system.

However, in case of emergencies it may not be possible
to do so. Therefore, we have carried out following exercise
to resolve above problems.

(1) Reduce the number of alarms without hampering the
functional requirement of process.

(2) Split big graphic pictures into single graphic pages to
improve the picture call up tine.
(3) The acquisition and repetition tine of curves were
increased. This has reduced the load of approximate 2500
telegrams per minute on bus and OS.

(4) Introduction of hysteresis of 2 to 5% to some of the
alarm points to avoid frequent appearance & reseting of
alarms.

(5) All the tag number information were made static.

All above actions have resulted into great improvement
in the above mentioned problems. However, the performance of
automation system is found to be very reliable and no fail-
ure is observed. Furthermore, inspite of some sporadic
problem in operating stations, no plant shutdown/production
loss was caused by DCS.
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Interlock Logic System:

Interlock logic system supplied by M/s.ECIL was commis-
sioned departmentally. During the commissioning, dry solder-
ing on majority of cards were found and same were rectified.
It has been observed that power supply to the individual
cards in one rack has problem and the electromagnetic relay
were getting power eventhough the power is switched off for
the rack. The problem was referred to M/s.ECIL and they have
suggested modification in the circuit. These modifications
are carried out and logic system is working alright now.

Modification in Logic System:

(A) Complete shutdown of Plant-A,B and compressors were
connected with low instrument air and cooling .water pres-
sure, single pressure switch for each instrument air and
cooling water were used for above services. Any malfunction-
ing of pressure switch will result into total plant shut-
down. In order to take care of such eventuality, two out of
three voting logic scheme were incorporated after installing
new pressure switches. Complete logic were checked by actual
simulation and found working alright.

(B) As per the logic scheme of M/s.Haldro-Topsoe, the ID fan
for nain cracker to be stopped whenever the cracker is
tripped. The immsdiate stoppage of ID fan on cracker trip
was resulting into positive pressure in furnace causing hot
flue gases -to come out. The logic circuit was modified in
consultation with Haldor-Topsoe so that ID fan continue to
run evenwith the tripping of cracker.

14LCV29A Control Valve:

14LCV29A control valve is in operation to control the
level of 14V3 vessel. This control valve started malfunc-
tioning once because of air leakage from the actuator dia-
phragm. This control valve does not have any isolation
valves or bypass arrangement due to constraints in design.
The plant could not be operated without the availability of
above control valve and could lead to plant shutdown. Howev-
er, special mechanical stopper arrangement was made and
control valve was locked in the position required by produc-
tion department. The actuator was dismantled and new dia-
phragm was provided. The actuator was reassembled and me-
chanical stopper was removed and control valve was handed
over back to production within 08 hours without shutting
down the plant. In future a hand wheel is being planned to
be installed on actuators on this and similar type of valves
to overcome such emergencies.

10
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Hotorised Valves:

All' motorised valves have two sets of limit switches
where one set of limit switches are used for the position
flatus i.e. open and close indication and second set of
torque limit switches are connected in motor trip circuit.
It was observed in some cases that valve plug were trying to
travel excess than the setting o£ the torque limit switch
causing damages to the valves. In order to avoid such dam-
ages, a decision was taken in consultation with the MOV
supplier to connect position limit switches in series with
torque limit switches for tripping the electric motor. The
operation of MOV were checked and found working satisfacto-
rily-

Temperature Scanners for BHEL Compressors:

M/s.BHEL have supplied 02 numbers of refrigeration
compressors with 02 numbers of local control panels as
turnkey job. M/s.BHEL have selected microprocessor based
temperature scanner for measurement of motor winding temper-
ature and bearing, temperature. The temperature trip contact
is generated from this scanner. The performance of the
temperature scanner is not reliable from the beginning and
resulted into few trips of refrigeration compressors. The
scanners were sent to the vendor shop for repair & modifica-
tion but performance is still not upto the mark. In order to
avoid spurious trip of compressors, it has been decided to
disconnect high temperature trip from the scanner and sepa-
rate individual temperature receiver switch (4"20 mA signal
input) to be installed and trip contact is to be taken from
these switch. The procurement action is initiated and will
be implemented as soon as switches are received.

Conclusion:

The accuracy & reliability of all the instruments are
extremely critical for the efficient operation £ safety of
the plant. It will be worth devoting little extra time while
specifying the process conditions and features required for
control valves keeping in mind the mechanical piping ar-
rangement i.e. whether control valve isolation facility with
bypass arrangement are available. Furthermore, location of
control valves/orifice flanges are to be checked at the time
of making piping isometrics. This will greatly help in
future for maintenance of control valves and accurate meas-
urement of flows etc. It has been common practice to install
small local panels in the field near to the instrument air
compressors, instrument air dryer unit, refrigeration unit
for IG plant as these panels are part of turnkey supply. As
all these panels are located very near to each other in the

11
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field it will be worthwhile to consider the installation of
all these panels in a separate room in the field so that it
is Dossibl* t° provide clean and air conditioned atmosphere
to increane the reliability and operational life with less
maintenance problem of the instruments. Furthermore, exten-
sive card board blowing with air of instrument air header
during prerommissioning activities is prime-most important
and critical for trouble free working of pneumatic instru-
ment & control valves. It will also be advantagenous to
consider independent UPS system for distributed Control
System as availability of DCS for operation is extremely
critical due to the fact that no panel mounted instrumenta-
tion are provided for back-up. Furthermore the availability
of DCS is ensured because the fault in other consumer of UPS
will not affect the functioning of DCS. The dust free &
efficient air conditioning environment is basic & most
important requirement for the reliable S trouble free opera-
tion of the highly sophisticated DCS.

12
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